
Class: 6th grade art 

April 15, 2020



Wednesday

● Learning Target: Which 
color schemes work best 
for what design? 

Do different colors 
create different moods? 

Can artists use color 
to make their viewers 
feel?

What is a Fauvist?



Yesterday we looked at how the Fauvist artists used color 
to show emotion/feeling and create a  mood in their works.

Hopefully you had a chance to think about which colors work 
best for what emotion/feeling. 

REMINDER: Some moods might use many colors others 
might just have a few colors. You can use tints and shades 
as well - just remember that most people see LIGHTER 
colors as happy, excited, peaceful etc. while DARKER colors 
are seen as sad, angry, scared, etc... 



Decide which feeling, emotion 
or mood you want to portray 

(show).

For your final section, you will 
be using only the colors that 
go with the mood/feeling you 

decided to show. 

Some moods work well to use 
tints/shades, but others do not. 
You will have to decide if your 
work will have tints/shades.



Which feelings do you associate with these images?



There isn’t a specific 
“right” or “wrong” answer 
for which mood goes with 
what image. Each viewers’ 
experiences and beliefs 
will affect how they 
interpret the colors used.

Artists use these generalizations to help them decide how 
best to create mood with colors:
*bright, warm and light colors are generally tied to more 
energetic moods (happy, joyus, excited...)
*dark, cool and neutral colors are generally tied to 
darker moods (sad, scared, angry…)



Try out color combinations on a scrap piece of paper. 

What colors do you like best together? 

Which ones go with the feeling you’re trying to show?

Are you going to use the same media you used in 
section 3 or change your media choice for this section?



MOODY COLORS
MARKER ON PAPER

DIGITAL VERSION



How to show 
us your 

creations...

We’d lo
ve to s

ee your
 

work!!!
 

Email y
our art

 teache
r. 

Bridger
:

Jill_Fi
elds@is

dschool
s.org

Nowlin:

shannon
_brown@

isdscho
ols.org

BE BOLD, BE SAFE, and TAKE 
CARE OF YOU! 

All the best, 
Ms. Fields

mailto:Jill_Fields@isdschools.org

